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Mike is enjoying being a girl so much that he can't keep straight whether he's Mike or Mikala
anymore, and now that he's blurring the lines between Virtnet and reality with his boyfriend
Chuck, he needs to learn a few things about femininity. Good thing for him that his mistress
Amy is happy to teach, starting with a very personal lesson on proper lingerie selection!But
Amy isn't the only one paying attention to the new girl in town: Christy Parker, Chuck's exgirlfriend, has begun poking around where she doesn't belong and asking some uncomfortable
questions. When she demands that Mike help her figure out the real identity of this Mikala,
Mike is faced with an impossible decision that leaves him in a very, very compromising
position.The action is hotter than ever this time, and the questions are stacking up! How is
Mike going to get out of this one before the whole school learns his humiliating secret?
"Pure fun! A hilarious rom-com that head-fakes you into tumbling headlong into a technozombie survival thriller propelled by banter and plenty of heart."—DAVID YOON, New York
Times bestselling author of Frankly in Love Love is a battlefield in this hysterical debut, perfect
for fans of Jenny Han. Nate Jae-Woo Kim wants to be rich. When one of his classmates offers
Nate a ridiculous amount of money to commit grade fraud, he knows that taking the windfall
would help support his prideful Korean family, but is compromising his integrity worth it? Luck
comes in the form of Kate Anderson, Nate's colleague at the zombie-themed escape room
where he works. She approaches Nate with a plan: a local tech company is hosting a weekendlong survivalist competition with a huge cash prize. It could solve all of Nate's problems, and
she needs the money too. If the two of them team up, Nate has a real shot of winning the
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grand prize. But the real challenge? Making through the weekend with his heart intact...
Additional Praise for The Perfect Escape "The Perfect Escape is just that—perfect. Filled with
humor and heart, it won't let you go until you're smiling."—Danielle Paige, New York Times
bestselling author of the Dorothy Must Die series and Stealing Snow "Effortlessly hilarious and
super lovable. I hope this is the YA romcom of 2020."—Helen Hoang, USA Today bestselling
author of The Bride Test and The Kiss Quotient "An adorable, laugh-out-loud YA romcom with
a lovable hero and an action-packed zombie-themed escape room—what more could you
want?"—Jenn Bennett, author of Alex, Approximately
When the tried and true formula for an organization’s performance (its game plan) begins to
fail, it must change its game or become obsolete. Publicly recognizing that the old formula is
becoming less useful and a new formula must be developed and implemented is difficult for
most stakeholders, but for survival the stages of grief must be endured and the conclusion
accepted. Moreover, the romance of the “grand old formula” must be overcome by the
realization that a new and more attractive formula must be invented or found to replace it. The
fate of thousands of organizations that did not change their games when WalMart came to
town bears witness to the Iron Law of Capitalistic Markets: “Change your game when
necessary to remain competitive”. As Mr. Sam Walton told my son, Mike, stay the course as
long as you can, but be willing to change it when it’s not working. Clearly, Mr. Sam’s protégés
got the message. This book describes game-changing designs using the latest research-based
strategies for inside organizational participants from CEOs, Boards of Directors, top, middle
and lower managers and participants, and those people outside with a stake in its continued
performance. We have had the unique opportunity to understand from the “inside-out” both
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Mr. Sam Walton’s miracle at WalMart and the great turnaround at Cincinnati’s Procter and
Gamble over the last 15 plus years. We conclude from these studies that Mr. Sam has become
a modern patron saint of American game-changers. WalMart has been seen by most business
reviewers as a clear business case study of a “stay the course” formula of “lowest price” for
the customer, but our research shows that Mr. Sam created a “game-changing design
culture”. Yes, Mr. Sam began to build his juggernaut using a “lowest price” strategy that
changed the game by “shock and awe” strategies in small markets. Moreover, Mr. Sam next
changed the game by employing advanced information technology to reduce supply chain
costs and go international. Later, Mr. Sam changed the game again by partnering with his
reluctant vendors and requiring that most large suppliers maintain a permanent WalMart team
near WalMart headquarters in Bentonville, Arkansas. Later, Mr. Scott, the CEO successor to
Mr. Sam, changed the game again by “going green”. In addition, the effective integrative
partnering with originally adversarial supplier teams by Mike Graen’s coaches set of new
standard for inter-organizational cooperation. Mr. Sam’s legacy continues to inspire new gamechanging designs across many different kinds of organizations in America and beyond. Once
CEOs understand that their competition is as bright and hard working as they and they need to
leap-frog to new games, Mr. Sam’s examples of carefully designed and implemented gamechanging research-based innovations become their bible. As our domestic and international
markets have become increasingly discontinuous and what worked yesterday doesn’t work
today, our CEOs should look to Mr. Sam’s approach that changed the game before his
competitors many times.
Advances in next-generation sequencing technologies (NGS) are revolutionizing the field of
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food microbiology. Microbial whole genome sequencing (WGS) can provide identification,
characterization, and subtyping of pathogens for epidemiological investigations at a level of
precision previously not possible. This allows for connections and source attribution to be
inferred between related isolates that may be overlooked by traditional techniques. The
archiving and global sharing of genome sequences allow for retrospective analysis of virulence
genes, antimicrobial resistance markers, mobile genetic elements and other novel genes. The
advent of high-throughput 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing, in combination with the advantages
offered by massively parallel second-generation sequencing for metagenomics, enable
intensive studies on the microbiomes of food products and the impact of foods on the human
microbiome. These studies may one day lead to the development of reliable cultureindependent methods for food monitoring and surveillance. Similarly, RNA-seq has provided
insights into the transcriptomes and hence the behaviour of bacterial pathogens in food, food
processing environments, and in interaction with the host at a resolution previously not
achieved through the use of microarrays and/or RT-PCR. The vast un-tapped potential
applications of NGS along with its rapidly declining costs, give this technology the ability to
contribute significantly to consumer protection, global trade facilitation, and increased food
safety and security. Despite the rapid advances, challenges remain. How will NGS data be
incorporated into our existing global food safety infrastructure? How will massive NGS data be
stored and shared globally? What bioinformatics solutions will be used to analyse and optimise
these large data sets? This Research Topic discusses recent advances in the field of food
microbiology made possible through the use of NGS.
The digital age has presented an exponential growth in the amount of data available to
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individuals looking to draw conclusions based on given or collected information across
industries. Challenges associated with the analysis, security, sharing, storage, and
visualization of large and complex data sets continue to plague data scientists and analysts
alike as traditional data processing applications struggle to adequately manage big data. The
Handbook of Research on Big Data Storage and Visualization Techniques is a critical scholarly
resource that explores big data analytics and technologies and their role in developing a broad
understanding of issues pertaining to the use of big data in multidisciplinary fields. Featuring
coverage on a broad range of topics, such as architecture patterns, programing systems, and
computational energy, this publication is geared towards professionals, researchers, and
students seeking current research and application topics on the subject.
This is the first comprehensive research monograph devoted to the use of augmented reality in
education. It is written by a team of 58 world-leading researchers, practitioners and artists from
15 countries, pioneering in employing augmented reality as a new teaching and learning
technology and tool. The authors explore the state of the art in educational augmented reality
and its usage in a large variety of particular areas, such as medical education and training,
English language education, chemistry learning, environmental and special education, dental
training, mining engineering teaching, historical and fine art education. Augmented Reality in
Education: A New Technology for Teaching and Learning is essential reading not only for
educators of all types and levels, educational researchers and technology developers, but also
for students (both graduates and undergraduates) and anyone who is interested in the
educational use of emerging augmented reality technology.
What can you learn about fiction writing and storytelling by watching the TV series you loved?
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More than you ever imagined. And you’ll have fun, too. Bestselling author L. M. Lilly takes
apart Episodes 1-11 of Season Two of the cult TV series Buffy the Vampire Slayer. She
examines key plot turns, character arcs, metaphors, and themes to figure out how the Buffy
writers and directors created: - Stories that break your heart and make you long for more Characters who grow in surprising yet believable ways - Dialogue that’s cleverer and more fun
than any in the real world - Universal themes that speak directly to you If you love Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, and you love creating stories – or just reliving them to see how they work –
this book is for you. Based on the popular podcast Buffy and the Art of Story. Download Buffy
and the Art of Story Season Two Part 1 today.
This volume presents advanced synthesis techniques for fabricating Perovskite materials with
enhanced properties for applications such as energy storage devices, photovoltaics,
electrocatalysis, electronic devices, photocatalysts, sensing, and biomedical instruments. The
book attempts to fill a gap in the published literature and provide a detailed reference on
Perovskite materials. This book will be of use to graduate students and academic and
industrial researchers in the fields of solid-state chemistry, physics, materials science, and
chemical engineering.

This book discusses current trends and potential areas of nanotechnology
applications in dental materials. Dentistry is undergoing yet another change to
benefit mankind via the discipline of nanodentistry. A variety of nanostructures
such as nanorobots, nanospheres, nanofibers, nanorods, etc., have been studied
for various applications in dentistry and medicine. Preventive dentistry has also
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utilized nanodentistry to develop the nanomaterials for inclusion in a variety of
oral health-care products. Methods to prevent and combat dental problems have
been devised, discussed, and implemented since ancient times; however, there
is a constant need for improved tools and techniques. This book is relevant
academically for undergraduate and post-graduate dental students, dental
practitioners, researchers, and faculties of dental universities, as this book
explores the application of various nanobiomaterials in dentistry, discusses
current research in dental nanomaterials and potential future areas of interest,
and examines the use of nanotechnology in various fields of dentistry.
A Sociology of Special and Inclusive Education brings sociological perspectives
to bear on the social, political and economic policies and practices that comprise
special and inclusive education, and the education of lower attainers.
Increasingly governments have accepted the premise that education should
incorporate all social and ethnic groups, especially those regarded as having
special educational needs, disabilities and difficulties in learning, but despite a
plethora of literature on special and inclusive education world-wide, governments
are still unsure of the reasons for this sector’s expansion in their national
education systems. Professor Tomlinson applies critical sociological perspectives
to the social processes, policies and practices that comprise special and inclusive
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education, particularly in England and the USA. She clearly examines the way in
which people or groups exercise power and influence to shape this area of
education, and discusses the conflicts of interest that arise in resulting social
interactions and relationships. Key questions asked include: Why and how has a
whole sector of education dealing with young people regarded as having learning
difficulties, low attainments, behaviour problems or disabilities developed? How
have special education programmes and resources become subsumed into
variations of inclusive education? Why have ideological beliefs in hierarchies of
ability, limits to learning potential and IQ as measurement continued to legitimate
the treatment of young people? What happens to young people after their
special, included or lower attainers' programmes, in terms of work and life
chances? A Sociology of Special and Inclusive Education will be of interest to a
wide range of educators, professionals, practitioners and policy-makers
concerned with special, inclusive and vocational education, in addition to
undergraduate, post-graduate and research students and academics.
Transhumanists would have humanity's creation of posthumanity be our
governing aim. Susan B. Levin challenges their overarching commitments
regarding the mind, brain, ethics, liberal democracy, knowledge, and reality. Her
critique unmasks their notion of humanity's self-transcendence via science and
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technology as pure, albeit seductive, fantasy.
Developmental trauma has become a controversial topic in the mental health
profession, contributing to a growing rift between clinicians and academicians.
The controversy centers on the impact of relational trauma during children's first
three years of life. Clinicians say that developmental trauma has deep and longlasting effect on child development that contributes to illnesses and degenerative
diseases in adulthood. Academicians say that the impact of this early relational
trauma is negligible, and only a part of the diagnostic and treatment picture. This
book examines the historical factors that have caused this professional
controversy, and how it is provoking a game-change in the way that mental
health professionals conduct their practices. This book also examines the
personal impact of developmental trauma, and how it can become a different kind
of life game-changer. Rather being a self-fulfilling prophesy for pain and
suffering, it can also serve as a catalyst for personal transformation and meaningmaking. Recent research indicates that one's beliefs about stress, not stress
itself, determines whether it is positive or negative. This book helps readers
change their beliefs about stress, and reframe the concept of developmental
trauma into developmental growth. This perspective empowers readers towards
intrapsychic integration and personal transformation.
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The Routledge Handbook of Research Methods for Social-Ecological Systems
provides a synthetic guide to the range of methods that can be employed in
social-ecological systems (SES) research. The book is primarily targeted at
graduate students, lecturers and researchers working on SES, and has been
written in a style that is accessible to readers entering the field from a variety of
different disciplinary backgrounds. Each chapter discusses the types of SES
questions to which the particular methods are suited and the potential resources
and skills required for their implementation, and provides practical examples of
the application of the methods. In addition, the book contains a conceptual and
practical introduction to SES research, a discussion of key gaps and frontiers in
SES research methods, and a glossary of key terms in SES research.
Contributions from 97 different authors, situated at SES research hubs in 16
countries around the world, including South Africa, Sweden, Germany and
Australia, bring a wealth of expertise and experience to this book. The first book
to provide a guide and introduction specifically focused on methods for studying
SES, this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of sustainability
science, environmental management, global environmental change studies and
environmental governance. The book will also be of interest to upper-level
undergraduates and professionals working at the science–policy interface in the
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environmental arena.
"A strategic blueprint for successful new product development and
implementation. Brand New provides a clear road map to creating successful
new products using a revolutionary innovation process. Author Mike Maddock
has used his firm's innovation process to create and launch what is now CBS
Sports Online, patent a new billing experience for AT&T, create the McDonald's
Snack Wrap, and launch Precision Farming for Case New Holland, among
others. Innovative and truly visionary, this book teaches other companies how
they can maximize performance and revenue. Presents an overarching strategy
for creating and introducing new products effectively. Written by innovation
thought leaders, with clients including SC Johnson, Allstate, Philips, Johnson &
Johnson, McDonald's, Kellogg's, Sears, and many more. Reveals a step-by-step
blueprint for a disciplined, replicable process that employs a mix of creativity and
science to successfully introduce new products. Creative and intelligent, Brand
New equips today's businesses to develop a well-defined process for introducing
new products efficiently?make that process a reality."--Provided by publisher.
Cover -- Half-title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -- Preface -- 1
Youth and Media -- 2 Then and Now -- 3 Themes and Theoretical Perspectives -4 Infants, Toddlers, and Preschoolers -- 5 Children -- 6 Adolescents -- 7 Media
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and Violence -- 8 Media and Emotions -- 9 Advertising and Commercialism -- 10
Media and Sex -- 11 Media and Education -- 12 Digital Games -- 13 Social Media
-- 14 Media and Parenting -- 15 The End -- Notes -- Acknowledgments -- Index -A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -T -- U -- V -- W -- X -- Y -- Z
In the new Play-by-Play novel by the New York Times bestselling author of Rules
of Contact, a star quarterback is torn between his love of the game—and the
woman who may be the love of his life. Nathan Riley is ready to follow in the
footsteps of his famous football player father. He’s been drafted as quarterback
for his dad’s former team, and his future is bright. When his friend Mia Cassidy
moves to the same city, their years-long friendship suddenly sparks hot,
reminding him of the one night they had together in college that he can never
forget. Like Nathan, Mia is from a sports dynasty family and embarking on an
incredible new career—as founder of her own sports management company. Her
friendship with Nathan means everything to her, and tossing sex into the mix
again could jeopardize it. But the chemistry between them has always sizzled,
and it isn’t long before Mia realizes she wants more with Nathan than just latenight talks and pizza. Passion has a funny way of changing the rules, and soon
Nathan and Mia discover that to win it all, they’ll have to make an unexpected
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play for love.
How to rewire your brain to improve virtually every aspect of your life-based on
the latest research in neuroscience and psychology on neuroplasticity and
evidence-based practices Not long ago, it was thought that the brain you were
born with was the brain you would die with, and that the brain cells you had at
birth were the most you would ever possess. Your brain was thought to be
“hardwired” to function in predetermined ways. It turns out that's not true. Your
brain is not hardwired, it's "softwired" by experience. This book shows you how
you can rewire parts of the brain to feel more positive about your life, remain
calm during stressful times, and improve your social relationships. Written by a
leader in the field of Brain-Based Therapy, it teaches you how to activate the
parts of your brain that have been underactivated and calm down those areas
that have been hyperactivated so that you feel positive about your life and remain
calm during stressful times. You will also learn to improve your memory, boost
your mood, have better relationships, and get a good night sleep. Reveals how
cutting-edge developments in neuroscience, and evidence-based practices can
be used to improve your everyday life Other titles by Dr. Arden include: BrainBased Therapy-Adult, Brain-Based Therapy-Child, Improving Your Memory For
Dummies and Heal Your Anxiety Workbook Dr. Arden is a leader in integrating
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the new developments in neuroscience with psychotherapy and Director of
Training in Mental Health for Kaiser Permanente for the Northern California
Region Explaining exciting new developments in neuroscience and their
applications to daily living, Rewire Your Brain will guide you through the process
of changing your brain so you can change your life and be free of self-imposed
limitations.
This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX)
explores the challenge of understanding and managing the risks of climate
extremes to advance climate change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate
events, interacting with exposed and vulnerable human and natural systems, can
lead to disasters. Changes in the frequency and severity of the physical events
affect disaster risk, but so do the spatially diverse and temporally dynamic
patterns of exposure and vulnerability. Some types of extreme weather and
climate events have increased in frequency or magnitude, but populations and
assets at risk have also increased, with consequences for disaster risk.
Opportunities for managing risks of weather- and climate-related disasters exist
or can be developed at any scale, local to international. Prepared following strict
IPCC procedures, SREX is an invaluable assessment for anyone interested in
climate extremes, environmental disasters and adaptation to climate change,
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including policymakers, the private sector and academic researchers.
Integrating Literacy Naturally is a guide for nurturing a love of literacy in both
teachers and young children. More than a hundred children’s book titles and
other resources serve as springboards for cultivating that love and meeting
individual literacy needs in developmentally appropriate ways. And, educator
spotlight stories show how theories move to practice. Pinkerton and Hewitt draw
on their love of literacy and over four decades of combined experience to help
readers navigate individualized instruction, purposeful play, literacy integration,
classroom libraries, and a reimagined workshop approach. Examples for how to
do all of this with children’s texts are presented throughout the book. Eight
guiding principles provide an easy path to becoming an intentional, authentic
teacher who focuses on the individual needs of children and avoids one-sized
literacy instruction. The principles grew from heart to heart conversations the
authors had about joyful reading and writing experiences being reduced to
worksheets and rote memorization in many classrooms. This book moves
teachers far away from drill the skill literacy. Use it as a guide on your path to
making literacy learning both playful and intentional in the early childhood
classroom.
Ultimately, the book is an invitation—and a challenge—for faculty, administrators,
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and student life staff to move relationships from the periphery to the center of
undergraduate education.
This book is not only a compilation of the knowledge and experiences of the best
robotic surgeons around the world, but it has also incorporated the recent
advances and updates in Gynaecological surgery. It is designed to provide a
detailed guide to common robotic Gynaecologic procedures for the purpose of
helping novice surgeons in their transition to robotic surgery and seasoned
robotic surgeons to refine their surgical technique and expand their repertoire of
robotic procedures. The descriptive, step-by-step, text is complimented by
figures, intraoperative photographs and videos detailing the nuances of each
procedure. Emphasis is placed on operative setup, instrument and equipment
needs and surgical techniques for both the primary surgeon as well as the
operative assistant. This volume will provide unique insights into robotic
Gynaecologic surgery and reduce the learning curve of accomplishing these
increasingly popular procedures.
Covering the entire spectrum of women’s healthcare , Berek & Novak’s
Gynecology, 16th Edition, provides definitive information and guidance for
trainees and practicing physicians. A newly streamlined design and brilliant, fullcolor illustrations highlight must-know content on principles of practice and initial
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assessment, including relevant basic science; preventive and primary care for
women; and methods of diagnosis and management in general gynecology,
operative gynecology, urogynecology and pelvic reconstructive surgery, early
pregnancy issues, reproductive endocrinology, and gynecologic oncology.
Sometimes we find ourselves on a gravel road, not sure of how we got there or
where the road leads. Low-level teen fiction tackling tough and gritty topics like
foster care, rape, teen pregnancy and more. Series contains a silver medal
winner for the Independent Publishers Book Award. Each eBook is approximately
200-pages. Lexile Levels: 390 to 400. Ian Taylor lives a secret life. At school he's
a varsity football player, dating one of the hottest cheerleaders on campus. At
home he's his divorced mother's right hand, helping her to keep his younger
autistic brother, Davey, in line. To Ian, Davey is a freak. And no one must ever
know about him. But it's a game changer when Davey begins attending a special
day class at Ian's school. Undaunted, Ian continues his charade of denying
Davey's existence, even when Davey has massive public meltdowns. He
internalizes his strong feelings--Screaming Quietly inside--until resentment,
anger, and embarrassment force him to burst. But his love for Davey and his
desire to man up eventually allow him to overcome peer pressure and fully own
his life.
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In this unforgettable novel, Leonard Cohen boldly etches the youth and early
manhood of Lawrence Breavman, only son of an old Jewish family in Montreal.
Life for Breavman is made up of dazzling colour – a series of motion pictures fed
through a high-speed projector: the half-understood death of his father; the adult
games of love and war, with their infinite capacity for fantasy and cruelty; his
secret experiments with hypnotism; the night-long adventures with Krantz, his
beloved comrade and confidant. Later, achieving literary fame as a college
student, Breavman does penance through manual labour, but ultimately flees to
New York. And although he has loved the bodies of many women, it is only when
he meets Shell, whom he awakens to her own beauty, that he discovers the
totality of love and its demands, and comes to terms with the sacrifices he must
make.
The New York Times bestseller that provides a simple, proven approach to improve
accountability and the bottom line. The economy crashes, the government misfires, businesses
fail, leaders don't lead, managers don't manage, and people don't follow through, leaving us
asking, "How did that happen?" Surprises caused by a lack of personal accountability plague
almost every organization today, from the political arena to large and small businesses. How
Did That Happen? offers a proven way to eliminate these nasty surprises, gain an unbeatable
competitive edge, and enhance performance by holding others accountable the positive,
principled way. As the experts on workplace accountability and the authors of The Oz
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Principle, Roger Connors and Tom Smith tackle the next crucial step everyone can take,
whether working as a manager, supervisor, CEO, or individual performer: creating greater
accountability in all the people on whom you depend.
Smart and beautiful Anna Forti has little time for Milan's bachelors as she juggles a promising
career with being a single mum.One day, nine years after they abruptly parted, her child's
father is unexpectedly back into Anna's life. The exotic and handsome man she once loved is
now a powerful businessman.On the stage of vibrant, glossy Milan, and surrounded by the wild
beauty of Sardinia on the Mediterranean Sea, Anna and Diego's lives tangle in an inextricable
blend of past, present and future. But they have all made mistakes: Diego, Anna's family and,
maybe, Anna herself...
A celebrated social psychologist offers a radical new perspective on cultural differences that
reveals why some countries, cultures, and individuals take rules more seriously and how
following the rules influences the way we think and act. In Rule Makers, Rule Breakers,
Michele Gelfand, “an engaging writer with intellectual range” (The New York Times Book
Review), takes us on an epic journey through human cultures, offering a startling new view of
the world and ourselves. With a mix of brilliantly conceived studies and surprising on-theground discoveries, she shows that much of the diversity in the way we think and act derives
from a key difference—how tightly or loosely we adhere to social norms. Just as DNA affects
everything from eye color to height, our tight-loose social coding influences much of what we
do. Why are clocks in Germany so accurate while those in Brazil are frequently wrong? Why
do New Zealand’s women have the highest number of sexual partners? Why are red and blue
states really so divided? Why was the Daimler-Chrysler merger ill-fated from the start? Why is
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the driver of a Jaguar more likely to run a red light than the driver of a plumber’s van? Why
does one spouse prize running a tight ship while the other refuses to sweat the small stuff? In
search of a common answer, Gelfand spent two decades conducting research in more than
fifty countries. Across all age groups, family variations, social classes, businesses, states, and
nationalities, she has identified a primal pattern that can trigger cooperation or conflict. Her
fascinating conclusion: behavior is highly influenced by the perception of threat. “A useful and
engaging take on human behavior” (Kirkus Reviews) with an approach that is consistently
riveting, Rule Makers, Ruler Breakers thrusts many of the puzzling attitudes and actions we
observe into sudden and surprising clarity.
This book brings together multi-disciplinary research and practical evidence about the role and
exploitation of big data in driving and supporting innovation in tourism. It also provides a
consolidated framework and roadmap summarising the major issues that both researchers and
practitioners have to address for effective big data innovation. The book proposes a processbased model to identify and implement big data innovation strategies in tourism. This process
framework consists of four major parts: 1) inputs required for big data innovation; 2) processes
required to implement big data innovation; 3) outcomes of big data innovation; and 4)
contextual factors influencing big data exploitation and advances in big data exploitation for
business innovation.
If innovation is a race: Who wins? Who loses? Who gets eliminated? – and how is it possible to
stay ahead of the game? The Innovation Race takes readers on a lively global adventure to
explore the current state of innovation. Along the way best-selling authors Andrew and Gaia
Grant search for clues on how to stay ahead in the race and design a more sustainable future.
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Asking the critical questions - Why do we innovate? Are we at risk of innovating for the sake of
innovation? What could we be doing better? - the Grants reflect on whether, if in the race to
come up with ‘the next big thing,' we may be losing the purpose behind the process. They
then outline how to navigate the key paradoxical challenges that can either frustrate or fuel
innovation to change the game. By taking the latest academic research and presenting it in an
accessible way, the Grants present a compelling case for forging a new path for the future. The
Innovation Race provides concrete strategies to support purpose-driven sustainable innovation
through deep cultural transformation. A unique profiling tool reveals current organisation
positioning along with potential opportunities and challenges. A practical culture change model
then provides clear direction for proactive change. With economists estimating that up to 80
per cent of growth comes from new ideas and innovations, this thought-provoking book
provides the strategies and tools to learn how to create an innovation culture for long term
success. Identify your own sweet spot for innovative thinking Learn the strategies to transform
your organisation Engage and motivate employees toward innovative action Excel in
implementing a deep cultural shift The Innovation Race will make you reassess what you
assumed you knew about innovation, help boost the innovation process to new levels and
bring your organisation to the forefront.
An examination of the global trade and traffic in discarded electronics that reframes the
question of the “right” thing to do with e-waste. The prevailing storyline about the problem of
electronic waste frames e-waste as generated by consumers in developed countries and
dumped on people and places in developing countries. In Reassembling Rubbish, Josh
Lepawsky offers a different view. In an innovative analysis of the global trade and traffic in
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discarded electronics, Lepawsky reframes the question of the “right” thing to do with e-waste,
mapping the complex flows of electronic materials. He counters the assumption that e-waste is
a post-consumer problem, pointing out that waste occurs at all stages of electronic materials'
existence, and calls attention to the under-researched world of reuse and repair. Lepawsky
explains that there are conflicting legal distinctions between electronic waste and non-waste,
and examines a legal case that illustrates the consequences. He shows that patterns of trade
do not support the dominant narrative of e-waste dumping but rather represent the dynamic
ecologies of repair, refurbishment, and materials recovery. He asks how we know waste, how
we measure it, and how we construe it, and how this affects our efforts to mitigate it. We might
not put so much faith in household recycling if we counted the more massive amounts of preconsumer electronic waste as official e-waste. Lepawsky charts the “minescapes,”
“productionscapes,” and “clickscapes” of electronics, and the uneven “discardscapes” they
produce. Finally, he considers both conventional and unconventional e-waste solutions,
including decriminalizing export for reuse, repair, and upgrade; enabling ethical trade in
electronics reuse, repair, refurbishment, and recycling; implementing extended producer
responsibility; and instituting robust forms of public oversight.
This edited volume explores the use of technology to enable us to visualise the life sciences in
a more meaningful and engaging way. It will enable those interested in visualisation techniques
to gain a better understanding of the applications that can be used in visualisation, imaging
and analysis, education, engagement and training. The reader will be able to explore the
utilisation of technologies from a number of fields to enable an engaging and meaningful visual
representation of the biomedical sciences, with a focus in this volume related to anatomy, and
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clinically applied scenarios. The first four chapters highlight the diverse uses of CT and MRI
scanning. These chapters demonstrate the uses of modern scanning techniques currently in
use both clinically and in research and include vascular modelling, uses of the stereoscopic
model, MRI in neurovascular and neurodegenerative diseases, and how they can also be used
in a forensic setting in identification. The remaining six chapters truly demonstrate the diversity
technology has in education, training and patient engagement. Multimodal technologies are
discussed and include art and history collections, photogrammetry and games engines,
augmented reality and review of the current literature for patient rehabilitation and education of
the health professions. These chapters really do provide “something for everyone” whether
you are a student, faculty member, or part of our curious global population interested in
technology and healthcare.
This exciting and innovative Handbook provides readers with a comprehensive and globally
relevant overview of the instruments, actors and design features of social protection systems,
as well as their application and impacts in practice. It is the first book that centres around
system building globally, a theme that has gained political importance yet has received
relatively little attention in academia.
China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is a potential gamechanger for the Central Asia and
South Caucasus (CASC) region. CASC countries naturally view this massive development
program as a unique opportunity to accelerate their economic development through increased
foreign investment, upgraded physical infrastructure, and tighter economic relationships with
their neighbors. Yet embracing the BRI is not without risks. Some BRI investments may prove
to be fiscally unsustainable, economically and financially unviable, and socially and
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environmentally harmful. Inadequate cross-border coordination and infrastructure maintenance
could render some BRI investments wasteful or redundant. If not proactively addressed, these
risks have the potential to leave countries worse off for having participated in the BRI.
Policymakers in the CASC region and their development partners, thus, face a daunting
question: how to realize the promise of the BRI for their countries while avoiding the pitfalls that
lie along the way? This book attempts to answer this question by leveraging the unique
insights of development experts in the CASC region. Drawing on the most comprehensive
review of BRI investment data conducted to date, this book presents a dynamic policy agenda
that is relevant to any country in which China is building the Belt and Road.
Jack appeared at my door last night after six months of no communication wearing a Mets
jersey and holding a dozen red roses. He told me he was sorry, that he loved me, and that he
would earn my trust again. It took everything in me to not fall apart at the mere sight of him. I
wanted to take him back into my life, but I needed to know that this time it would be forever… In
J. Sterling’s highly anticipated follow-up to her USA Today bestselling novel The Perfect
Game, Jack and Cassie quickly realize that their new lifestyle can often be cruel and
unforgiving. Their happiness is put to the test as the past is never truly far behind. How do you
stay together when the world's trying to tear you apart?
This volume examines the latest scientific and technological developments likely to shape our
post-human future. Using a multidisciplinary approach, the author argues that we stand at the
precipice of an evolutionary change caused by genetic engineering and anatomically
embedded digital and informational technologies. The author delves into current scientific
initiatives that will lead to the emergence of super smart individuals with unique creative
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capacities. He draws on technology, psychology and philosophy to consider humans-as-theyare relative to autonomy, creativity, and their place in a future shared with ‘post humans.’ The
author discusses the current state of bioethics and technology law, both which policymakers,
beset by a torrent of revolutionary advances in bioengineering, are attempting to steer.
Significantly, Carvalko addresses why we must both preserve the narratives that brought us to
this moment and continue to express our humanity through, music, art, and literature, to
ensure that, as a uniquely creative species, we don’t simply vanish in the ether of an evolution
brought about by our own technology.
There isn’t one conversation about animal ethics. Instead, there are several important ones
that are scattered across many disciplines.This volume both surveys the field of animal ethics
and draws professional philosophers, graduate students, and undergraduates more deeply into
the discussions that are happening outside of philosophy departments. To that end, the volume
contains more nonphilosophers than philosophers, explicitly inviting scholars from other
fields—such as animal science, ecology, economics, psychology, law, environmental science,
and applied biology, among others—to bring their own disciplinary resources to bear on matters
that affect animals. The Routledge Handbook of Animal Ethics is composed of 44 chapters, all
appearing in print here for the first time, and organized into the following six sections: I.
Thinking About Animals II. Animal Agriculture and Hunting III. Animal Research and Genetic
Engineering IV. Companion Animals V. Wild Animals: Conservation, Management, and Ethics
VI. Animal Activism The chapters are brief, and they have been written in a way that is
accessible to serious undergraduate students, regardless of their field of study. The volume
covers everything from animal cognition to the state of current fisheries, from genetic
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modification to intersection animal activism. It is a resource designed for anyone interested in
the moral issues that emerge from human interactions with animals.
Learn how to master Digital Marketing from the basic.
Celebrity favorite health and wellness consultant Kelly LeVeque shares her secrets for losing
weight, attuning ourselves to our bodies’ needs, and freeing ourselves from food drama in this
essential wellness guide, which includes 88 delectable recipes! In this inspirational yet practical
book, the nutritional consultant and holistic healthcare expert who has helped celebrities such
as Jessica Alba, Molly Sims, Chelsea Handler, and Emmy Rossum improve their health and
achieve their goals shows you how to get beyond the food drama of cyclical fad diets and feel
and look great by eating well. Kelly’s Food Freedom program helps you set yourself up for
success, eliminating cravings, mood swings, and other symptoms caused by food drama. Start
your day with her Fab Four Smoothies, including a Strawberry Shortcake Smoothie and a
Mango Kale Madness Smoothie, which pack protein, fat, fiber, and carbs to balance your blood
sugar and keep you full and happy. After breakfast, you’ll thrive with her Fab Four recipes,
including Turkey-Stuffed Delicata Squash, Spicy Salmon Nori Burritos, and Anti-Inflammatory
Detox Salad, which include the Fab Four food groups—protein, fat, fiber, and greens—that play a
role in day-long satiety. Kelly also teaches you how to elongate your blood sugar curve to stay
full and happy, and make yourself insulin aware. Kelly has studied the science behind familiar
diets to understand how they trigger the body to lose pounds—and why they aren’t sustainable.
Instead, she offers a better choice: her four-step Food Freedom program that helps you find
your wellness balance between eating enough and deciding how you feel. Once you find your
balance, you will lose weight, lose fat, increase lean muscle mass, and drop at least one size.
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You’ll also enjoy thicker, shinier hair; clear, glowing skin; a remarkable improvement in your
overall appearance; reduced joint pain and other inflammations; increased energy; and better
sleep. Filled with tips and resources on supplements and cleansing, dozens of delicious,
healthy recipes and advice on how to adjust your eating when traveling and on vacation, Body
Love is your one-stop resource to living clean and happy!
An introduction to next-generation web technologies This is a comprehensive, candid
introduction to Web 2.0 for every executive, strategist, technical professional, and marketer
who needs to understand its implications. The authors illuminate the technologies that make
Web 2.0 concepts accessible and systematically identify the business and technical best
practices needed to make the most of it. You’ll gain a clear understanding of what’s really
new about Web 2.0 and what isn’t. Most important, you’ll learn how Web 2.0 can help you
enhance collaboration, decision-making, productivity, innovation, and your key enterprise
initiatives. The authors cut through the hype that surrounds Web 2.0 and help you identify the
specific innovations most likely to deliver value in your organization. Along the way, they help
you assess, plan for, and profit from user-generated content, Rich Internet Applications (RIA),
social networking, semantic web, content aggregation, cloud computing, the Mobile Web, and
much more. This is the only book on Web 2.0 that: Covers Web 2.0 from the perspective of
every participant and stakeholder, from consumers to product managers to technical
professionals Provides a view of both the underlying technologies and the potential
applications to bring you up to speed and spark creative ideas about how to apply Web 2.0
Introduces Web 2.0 business applications that work, as demonstrated by actual Cisco® case
studies Offers detailed, expert insights into the technical infrastructure and development
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practices raised by Web 2.0 Previews tomorrow’s emerging innovations—including “Web 3.0,”
the Semantic Web Provides up-to-date references, links, and pointers for exploring Web 2.0
first-hand Krishna Sankar, Distinguished Engineer in the Software Group at Cisco, currently
focuses on highly scalable Web architectures and frameworks, social and knowledge graphs,
collaborative social networks, and intelligent inferences. Susan A. Bouchard is a senior
manager with US-Canada Sales Planning and Operations at Cisco. She focuses on Web 2.0
technology as part of the US-Canada collaboration initiative. Understand Web 2.0’s
foundational concepts and component technologies Discover today’s best business and
technical practices for profiting from Web 2.0 and Rich Internet Applications (RIA) Leverage
cloud computing, social networking, and user-generated content Understand the infrastructure
scalability and development practices that must be address-ed for Web 2.0 to work Gain
insight into how Web 2.0 technologies are deployed inside Cisco and their business value to
employees, partners, and customers This book is part of the Cisco Press® Fundamentals
Series. Books in this series introduce networking professionals to new networking
technologies, covering network topologies, example deployment concepts, protocols, and
management techniques. Category: General Networking Covers: Web 2.0
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